Frank Sanazi Biography
Click here for performance video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tHWop7cE_dA&t=10s
Frank Sanazi 'Ze Ubermeister of Lounge' brings a New Order and discipline to the usually more
relaxed swing scene.
As the name suggests Sanazi is an unnerving comedic mix of the singing legend Frank Sinatra and the
infamous dictator Adolf Hitler, poking fun at history’s most famous German dictator through a
mixture of puns, slapstick and musical numbers as well as mocking recent dictatorships.
Frank reworks The Rat Packs classics with his own extreme renditions, that he calls "Uneasy
listening". These hilarious numbers include such hits as "Third Reich", "Strangers on my Flight" and
"Zieg Heil with Me"
Frank is also the leader of The Iraq Pack, a group of infamous crooners comprising of Dean Stalin,
Saddami Davis Jnr and Osama Bing Crosby, or as NATO calls them "The 4 singers of the
Apocalypse". His adoring daughter, Nancy Sanazi, and ever faithful partner, Diva Braun, also make
regular appearances on his shows.

Frank has performed all around the world, from Australia and Switzerland to Israel, including an
emotional return visit and performances in Austria and Berlin. A firm favourite at festivals, Frank
performs regularly at Glastonbury and Bestival, as well as the Fringe festivals in Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Galway and Brighton where his shows have been highly acclaimed by the press.
In 2017 Frank's latest offering "Stuck in Ze Bunker with You" proved a sell-out at Edinburgh and in
late October he performed alongside Rich Hall, Reg D. Hunter and Steven K. Amos at the Galway
Comedy Festival.

Frank has 3 albums available: "Meinway on a Steinway", "Songs for Swinging Leaders" and "Putting
on the Blitz" which have all been enthusiastically received by his adoring fans (however his "White
Christmas" album hasn't sold as well)

"Initially shocking, this is actually a highly
clever satire of the far right"
Galway Advertiser

"He will leave you in stitches. The Jokes
are relentless’"
Edinburgh Festivals Magazine

"Comedy Gold"
Evening Standard

"It’s a guilty pleasure, but a pleasure uber
alles"
Chortle

“It’s all brilliantly stupid, fantastically wrong
and ridiculously funny”****
The Scotsman
“A truly funny Fuhrer”
The Stage

"A blitzkrieg attack on taste and decency,
Das Vegas Night 3 was a delight."
The Edinburgh Reporter
"A very entertaining if UN-PC show and I
loved it"*****
Black Diamond (107.8FM)

